Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker

The Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker (German Chemical Society, GDCh) is the largest chemical society in continental Europe with more than 31,000 members from academia, education, industry and other areas. The GDCh supports chemistry in teaching, research and application and promotes the understanding of chemistry in the public. The society, a registered charity, was founded in 1949. However, it builds on a long tradition that began when its first predecessor organisation, the Deutsche Chemische Gesellschaft, was founded in 1867 in Berlin.

www.gdch.de/germany

www.twitter.com/GDCh_Karriere
www.fb.com/gdch.de
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Welcome to Germany

General information
Why come to Germany? How do people live here? Find key information about (your) life in Germany.

Residence permit, employment, insurance
Find out whether or not you need a visa, how the German social security system works and whatever more you need to know about life and work in Germany.

Universities and research
Learn all about doing research in Germany. A database of research institutes and key information about grants and fellowships is included.

Learning German
You do not necessarily have to know German to do research in Germany, though the language does help in daily life and gives you greater insight into German culture and traditions. Learn what your possibilities are for getting started with the German language.

Important internet pages for chemists
Find pages with information of particular interest to chemists.

+ www.gdch.de/germany

The GDCh Career Service helps companies or scientists recruit well-qualified employees from all branches of chemistry. It also assists graduates and experienced experts who are looking for jobs.

Job market

In our online job-listings we publish positions for:

- Chemists
- Biochemists
- Food chemists
- Chemical engineers
- CTAs, chemical technicians, laboratory assistants
- Degree-holders in other life sciences and natural sciences professions.

The job market is updated daily.
To save you time searching, we break our available jobs down into different categories. One click takes you to positions that particularly interest you.

+ www.gdch.de/stellen

PhD students & PostDocs
Find an updated list each week with positions open to doctoral candidates and postdocs worldwide.

Professorships & Assistant Professorships
Positions for professors as well as assistant and associate professors in Germany and abroad.

Internships & Final thesis
Find an internship or your final thesis: Companies and universities publish their openings regularly.

Industry & civil service
Find job offerings from every branch of industry and the civil service

„Nachrichten aus der Chemie“
View highlights and the job market from the current issue of „Nachrichten aus der Chemie“

The job market itself is published in German. However, many of our job offerings are published in English. Take a look!